Polymer-bridged gels of nanoparticles in solutions of adsorbing polymers.
We use a combination of polymer mean field theory and Monte Carlo simulations to study the polymer-bridged gelation, clustering behavior, and elastic moduli of polymer-nanoparticle mixtures. Polymer self-consistent field theory is first numerically implemented to quantify both the polymer induced interparticle interaction potentials and the conformational statistics of polymer chains between two spherical particles. Subsequently, the formation and structure of polymer-bridged nanoparticle gels are examined using Monte Carlo simulations. Our results indicate a universality in the fractal structure for the polymer-bridged networks over a wide range of parametric conditions. Explicitly, near the gelation transition, the fractal dimension d(f) ranges between 2.2 and 2.5, and above the gelation thresholds, the elastic moduli are found to follow a universal power law G(') proportional, variant(eta-eta(c))(nu(eta) ) with a critical exponent nu(eta) approximately 1.82. The latter suggests strong similarities between polymer-bridging induced percolation and classical elastic resistor network percolation. Our results show a very good agreement with the experimental results for polymer-particle mixtures and suggest a possible framework for experimentally distinguishing the origins of gelation phenomena observed in polymer-particle mixtures.